Evidence of a larger EM-induced fault model
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Abstract. Electromagnetic waves have been recently pointed out as a
medium for fault injection within circuits featuring cryptographic modules. Indeed, it has been experimentally demonstrated by A. Dehbaoui et
al. [3] that an electromagnetic pulse, produced with a high voltage pulse
generator and a probe similar to that used to perform EM analyses, was
susceptible to create faults exploitable from a cryptanalysis viewpoint.
An analysis of the induced faults [4] revealed that they originated from
timing constraint violations.
This paper experimentally demonstrates that EM injection, performed
with enhanced probes is very local and can produce not only timing
faults but also bit-set and bit-reset faults. This result clearly extends the
range of the threats associated with EM fault injection.

1

Introduction

Besides power and EM analyses [6, 5], fault injection constitutes [2] a serious
threat against secure circuits. Among the means used to inject faults within
cryptographic circuits, the laser [11] is undoubtedly the most popular because of
its high spatial and temporal resolutions. However, fault injection with laser is
facing difficulties. Among them one can identify the increasing number of metal
layers (up to 12 levels) used to rout signals in a chip, this may forbids the use of
laser to inject fault through the frontside. The second difficulty one may point out
is the long practice of laser injection and the related and progressive development
of more and more efficient countermeasures like embedded laser shot detectors.
It is therefore not surprising that adversaries looks for new mediums for injecting
faults. Two fault injection means appeared recently. One of them is the injection
of a voltage spike directly into the substrate of the targeted integrated circuit to
produce ground bounces or voltage drops according to the polarity of the spike
[12]. The other is EM injection which, despite the early warning of Quisquater et
al. in 2002 [1], did only find recently a larger echo in the scientific bibliography
thanks to its inherent advantages: its ability to inject faults through the package

and the frontside being the most important as highlighted in [10] in which a high
frequency spark gap is used to produce faults in a CRT-RSA.
Two types of EM injection platforms can be mounted to induce faults into
circuits. Harmonic EM injection platform refers to the first type. It produces
sine EM waves, that can be modulated in amplitude or not, to produce faults.
Such type of platform has been reported efficient in [9] to disturb the behavior of
an internal clock generator and in [1] to bias a true random number generator.
EM Pulse (EMP) platform refers to the second type of platform which is
detailed in section 2. It produces a single but powerful electromagnetic pulse
that creates a sudden current flow in the power/ ground networks of an integrated circuit (IC) and therefore voltage drops and/or ground bounces. Such
type of platform was first reported efficient in [3] to inject faults into a quite old
microcontroller (designed with a 350nm technology). The analysis of the fault
obtained using such a platform was conducted in [4]. This paper concludes that
EM injection produces timing faults and more precisely setup time constraint violations as described in section 3. As a result of this observation, a delay-based
glitch detector was evaluated against EM injection in [13] and demonstrated
partially efficient.
If the results reported in [3] are convincing, they limit de facto the interest of EM Pulses (EMP) for injecting faults into smartcards. Indeed, nowadays
smartcards are typically designed with the 90nm process and operate at a reduced clock frequencies (< 40M Hz). They are therefore characterized by large
timing slacks i.e. the time margin between a circuit critical time and the clock
period). They are thus quite robust to EM injection (considering the ranges and
the slew rates of modern high speed voltage generators) if the latter does only
produce timing faults. Indeed, producing timing faults in such circuits requires
the use of extremely powerful pulse generator to produce sufficiently intense
EMP. Additionally producing such EMP reduces the spatial resolution of the
EM injection.
This paper addresses this limitation. It experimentally shows that EM injection can also produce other types of faults, like bit-set and bit-reset faults,
provided enhanced injectors, that allow to concentrate the magnetic flux on a
small part of the IC surface, are used. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. First, the EM injection platform, including the enhanced injectors, used
to demonstrate that EM injection can produced bit-set and bit-reset fault is
described in section 2. In section 3, the ability of EM injection in producing
timing fault is verified and the conditions at which timing faults appear in an
AES embedded into an FPGA (90nm) are characterized. Then section 4 gives
evidences that EM injection is able to produce bit-set and bit-reset faults into
the same FPGA. Conditions at which the bit-set and bit-reset faults appear are
also characterized. Finally, section 5 proposes a discussion related to the EM
fault model before concluding in section 6.

2

Experimental setup

EM injection platforms, both harmonic and pulsed, are briefly described in [7].
In this section, a more detail description of the EM pulsed injection platform
used to obtain the experimental results reported in this paper is given. Both the
setup and EM injectors are discussed.

2.1

EM Pulse Platform (EMP platform)

The goal of an EMP platform is to generate, in the close vicinity of the targeted
device, an intense and sudden variation of the magnetic field. This variation of
the magnetic flow is then captured by some of the metallic loops formed by the
power / ground networks. A sudden and intense current variation thus appears
in the IC and results in voltage drops and ground bounces. Because, the IC does
not operate under its normal voltage conditions, faults are expected to appear.
The EMP platform considered in the rest of the paper is shown in Fig. 1. It
features a laptop that controls the whole platform through serial ports, a 3-axis
positioning system to place the EM injector with an accuracy of ±5µm at the
surface of the Device Under Analysis (DUA), a 3-axes vision system made of
USB microscopes connected to the laptop. An oscilloscope is also used in order
to monitor the synchronization between the EMP and the target’s operations.
The pulse generator is a main element of the platform. It delivers, to the EM
injector, a voltage pulse of amplitude Vpulse as high as 200V (current 8A), with
a width that ranges between 5ns and 100ns. Its settling times are lower than
2ns. Because an adversary aims at injecting faults in some specific part of the
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Fig. 1. EMP platform used for all experiments reported in this paper.

target’s computations while letting the other parts’ computations fault free, the
EMP should be localized in the smallest possible area. For that, the adversary
can design some specific and miniaturized EM injectors.

2.2

EM-Injectors

Various EM-injectors can be used according to the context of the analysis. Fig. 2
shows three types of injectors we typically use. All are hand made and designed
around a ferrite core to guide the magnetic field lines toward the target. All
are also designed in different sizes. ’Flat’ injectors (see Fig. 2-a) were designed
with ferrite diameter ranging between 750µm and 300µm. ’Sharp’ injectors were
designed with tip end as small as 50µm (see Fig. 2-b). Finally, ’Crescent’ injectors
were designed with an air gap separation ’s’ (see Fig. 2-c) of the ends as small
as 450µm.
The ’Flat’ and ’Sharp’ Injectors have been typically designed to localize the
magnetic flow below the ferrite tip end. In that case, sharpening the tip-end of
the ferrite (see Fig. 2-b), as proposed in [8], allows to further concentrate the
flow into a smaller area and thus to expect a higher spatial resolution. Note
however that contrarily to what has been obtained by simulation in [8] , practice
showed that 4 to 7 turns around the ferrite provide better results than 1 or 2.
However, practice also shows that increasing further the number of turns does
not help in producing faults and can be counterproductive. Some magnetic field
lines can couple with interconnects quite far from the tip end indeed.

(a)

300µm

s

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. EM-Injectors: (a) ’Flat’ Injector (b) ’Sharp’ Injector and (c) ’Crescent’ Injector

If both the ’Flat’ and ’Sharp’ injectors are efficient, they suffer from a same
drawback. The magnetic field lines form close loops from one tip end to the other
in an ellipsoid shape as this is roughly represented in the Fig. 2-b by the red
arrows. This implies that the resolution can be not so high even if the magnetic
field is extremely strong below the tip end of the ’Sharp’ Injectors.
’Crescent’ EM injectors were designed to circumvent this limitation. The
idea was to create a circular magnetic field in order to concentrate it between
the two ends of the crescent-shaped ferrite. This is expected to avoid (or limit)
any magnetic pollution all around the space separating the two ends because
the magnetic lines should get out from one end, then surround the top layer of
the power / ground network before coming back into the ferrite by the other
end. Additionally, because of their geometry, ’crescent’ EM injectors have an
interesting property: they are directional. If rotated around the z-axis, the field

lines direction will also rotate of the same angle. This may modify the properties
of the coupling between the injector and the target. This is not the case for the
’Flat’ and ’Sharp’ injectors because of their cylindrical geometry.

3

Occurrence of timing faults

Almost all digital ICs are synchronous. Their internal operations are synchronized with a common clock signal. Fig. 3 depicts the principle of their internal architecture: blocks of computational logic, to process the data, surrounded
by ’launch’ and ’capture’ registers (or DFF, D flip-flop). The data stored in a
’launch’ DFF are released at the logic’s input on a clock rising edge, processed
through the logic, then latched into a ’capture’ DFF at the next clock rising
edge. The use of synchrony leads to timing constraint requirements (as partially
exposed hereafter) which violation may induce computation faults. Thus the authors of [3] showed on experimental grounds that EM injection, performed with
raw EM injectors, produces timing faults (induced by setup time constraint violations). This observation should explain why a glitch detector was tested and
find partially efficient in detecting EM injection in [13]. The setup time constraint is related to the amount of time spent by the circuit to process a data.
This time, roughly speaking, should be lower than the clock period of the target
as written more precisely in eq. 1:
TClk > DClk2Q + DpM ax + Tsetup + Tskew + Tjitter

(1)

where TClk is the clock period, DClk2q the delay spent by the ’capturing’ DFF to
launch a new data on its outputs after the clock rising edge (see Fig. 3), Tsetup
the setup time of the DFF capturing one bit of the resulting computation, Tskew
and Tjitter the skew that may exist between the clock signals of ’launch’ and
’capture’ DFFs and its jitter. Finally, DpM ax is the biggest propagation delay of
the signal in the computational logic of the device. The time margin that exists
between the two hand-sides of eq. 1 is commonly called the timing slack.
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Fig. 3. Setup timing constraint in a synchronous IC
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DpM ax depends on many factors. Among them, the most interesting, when
dealing with EM fault injection, are the supply voltage V dd and the processed
data. Indeed, EM injection is expected to alter V dd locally and thus to modify
the value of DpM ax so that a fault appears by violation of equation 1 (i.e. a setup
time constraint violation). In this instance, EM injection leads to an increase of
DpM ax that makes the right hand-side part of eq. 1 bigger than its left handside part (the timing slack became negative). Similarly, when changing the data
processed by the circuit, all terms in eq. 1 remain unchanged except DpM ax that
can change significantly. This change in the DpM ax value from one dataset to
the other thus alters the value Vpulse that must be chosen to produce a fault.
The data dependence of DpM ax is illustrated in Fig. 4. We performed EM
fault injection on an FPGA that embeds an AES hardware module (AES, or
advanced encryption standard, is a symmetric encryption algorithm) processing
random texts. EMPs targeted the 9th round of the AES. For any given dataset,
the magnitude Vpulse of the voltage pulse inducing the EM perturbation was
progressively increased from 60 V to 200 V . A first set of experiments was carried
out with the FPGA running at a clock frequency of 100 M Hz. The obtained fault
occurrence rate is drawn as a function of Vpulse in Fig. 4. Below ∼ 120 V no fault
was injected. As Vpulse increased further to ∼ 175 V , the fault occurrence rate
grew progressively from 0 % to 100 %. This range corresponds to the appearance
of timing violations. However, depending on DpM ax , which changes with the
currently handled data, the fault probability increases progressively. Beyond a
∼ 175 V Vpulse , EM fault injection became systematic.
A second set of experiments was performed with the FPGA running at
50 M Hz and also processing the same dataset. We were expecting that this
increase of the clock period, which is obviously related to an increase of the timing slack, would shift the fault occurrence rate towards higher Vpulse magnitudes.
The obtained fault probability curve at 50 M Hz is depicted in Fig. 4, it exhibits
a 15 V shift. Moreover, the induced faults were the same at both 50 M Hz and
100 M Hz for any given dataset. These results are consistent with an EM fault
injection mechanism related to timing violations, it is a further experimental
reassurance. At that stage, it should be noticed that lowering further the clock
frequency (below 20 M Hz) leads to a probability of obtaining a fault stuck at
0 % for Vpulse ∈ [−200V, 200V ] for this positioning of the EM injector. This is
a direct illustration of the limitation associated to EM injection if the latter
produces only timing faults. Nevertheless, faults were also observed when the
AES was forced to operate at a low clock frequency. This observation suggested
us that EM injection does not only produce timing faults.

4

Evidence of a bit-set/bit-reset fault model

In section 3, the occurrence of timing faults was confirmed. This section intends
to experimentally demonstrate that EMPs are also able to induce both bit-set
and bit-reset faults into the DFFs of an IC. We define a bit-set (resp. bit-reset)
fault as forcing to high (resp. low) level the state of a DFF initially at low (resp.
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Fig. 4. Probability to obtain a faulty response from the same AES when operated at
a clock frequency equal to 50MHz and 100MHz respectively.

high) level as a result of a disturbance (an EMP injection in our case). To avoid
injecting timing faults while performing the experiments reported in this section,
the target’s clock was stopped during EMP injection.
4.1

Detecting bit-set and bit-reset faults: test chip and experimental
procedure

Aiming at demonstrating the occurrence of bit-set and bit-reset faults, a specific
test chip was designed. Our intend was to be able to easily write and read the
content of DFFs to detect, by simple comparison, the occurrence of bit-set or bitreset faults. A large FIFO featuring (640 × 8) DFFs (64 bytes) was mapped into
a Xilinx spartan 3E-1000 (technology node 90nm). Fig. 5 shows the floorplan of
this design. At that point, it should be noticed for the remainder of the paper
that all DFFs were mapped with their reset signal active low and their set signal
active high.
This test chip was exposed to EMPs for the purpose of drawing a fault
sensitivity map. The following and automated procedure was adopted in order
to detect (i.e. experimentally demonstrate) the occurrence of bit-set and bit-reset
faults:
– 1st step: the EM injector is placed at a given {X, Y } (initial value {0, 0})
coordinate above the test chip, in its close vicinity (i.e. close to contact) in
order to maximize the spatial resolution of the EM injection,
– 2nd step: the content of each byte of the FIFO is set to the hexadecimal
value ’AA’ (’10101010’ in binary),
– 3rd step: the clock signal is stopped in order to avoid the occurrence of a
timing fault,
– 4th step: an EM pulse, with an amplitude Vpulse ranging between -200V and
200V is delivered to the EM injector,
– 5th step: the clock signal is re-activated after a while (several µs) and the
content of the FIFO recovered,
– 6th step: the initial and final contents are compared (a xor operation) in
order to detect the occurrence of bit-set and bit-reset faults, and the result
of the comparison is stored in a log file.

– 7th step: steps #2 to #6 are repeated 9 times in order to estimate the
probabilities to obtain bit-set and bit-reset faults at the current position
{X, Y },
– 8th step: restart the procedure at step #1 at a new {X, Y } coordinate in
order to obtain a fault sensitivity map of the target.

package$
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Fig. 5. Large chain of registers (FIFO) designed to demonstrate the occurrence of
bit-set and bit-reset faults.

4.2

Occurrence of bit-set and bit-reset faults

Many fault sensitivity maps of the target were drawn according to the procedure
described in subsection 4.1 for different values of Vpulse ranging from -200V to
200V. Different probes were used. However, we report herein only the results
obtained with a ’crescent’ injector characterized by ’s = 450µm’ because these
results are the best from a spatial resolution point of view.
During all these experiments, four types of circuit’s behavior were observed:
–
–
–
–

injection of bit-set faults into a given number of DFFs,
injection of bit-reset faults into a given number of DFFs,
’Mute’ or loss of communication with the circuit,
fault free.

Fig. 6 shows three fault sensitivity maps obtained with a displacement step of the
EM injector equal to 300µm (¡ to the air gap of the crescent probe). The whole
die surface (5500µm×5000µm) was scanned resulting in 4500µm×2400µm fault
sensitivity maps because of the shape of the EM injector and a of guard-banding

to avoid any collision of the injector with bondings. These maps were obtained
with the following settings: Vpulse = +170V and a pulse width P W = 8ns. Fig.
6-a shows the probability to have faults regardless of the type of the obtained
faults (either bit-set, bit-reset or Mute). Fig. 6-b reports the probability to have
bit-set faults while Fig. 6-c gives the probability to have ’Mutes’. Finally, Fig.6d shows the orientation of the injector above the IC surface, a parameter that
will be discussed later because of the directionality of the injector. Two kind of
’Mutes’ were observed. The first category is characterized by a no response of
the IC that does not imply to reprogram the FPGA in order to relaunch the
cartography. This suggests the occurrence of a fault in one of the DFF of the
finite state machine. The second category was more severe. Indeed relaunching
the cartography requires in that case to reprogram the FPGA. This suggests
that the bitstream was corrupted by the EM injection.

Probability to obtain ‘Mutes’

(a)
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Fig. 6. Probabilities to produce (a) faults regardless of the fault type (b) bit-set faults
(c) ’mutes’ and (d) injector orientation (air gap along the y-axis) – (170V, 8ns) EMP.

Obtaining these sensitivity maps, especially the one of Fig. 6-b, constitutes an
experimental demonstration that EM injection, conducted with enhanced injectors, is able to produce bit-set faults. This was our first objective. Additionally,
one may observe once again that EM injection is local and reproducible. Indeed,
we did verify that the bit-set faults obtained, at a given coordinate from one
injection to another, were exactly the same.
4.3

Correlation between the EMP polarity and the occurrence of
bit-set and bit-reset faults.

Despite being a proof that EMP injection may inject faults into registers which
are not related to timing violations, the experiments reported in subsection 4.2
never leaded to a bit-reset fault. Considering that the set signal of the DFFs was

2400µm

2400µm

active high and that their reset signal active low, a similar set of experiments was
relaunched for both achievable polarities of the EMPs: with Vpulse = −140V and
+140V instead of +170V only. The idea that motivated this experiment was the
assumption that a pulse of a given polarity may affect more the ground network
than the power network (or vice-versa). Therefore, it may be easier to induce
bit-set than bit-reset faults (or the contrary) depending on the EMP polarity.
Note however that the polarity is here an arbitrary notion that depends in our
case of both the injector orientation and the sign of the voltage spike. For the
sake of simplicity, we choose here to define the polarity as positive when the
pulse affects more the ’set’ signal which is active high than the ’reset’ signal
which is active low.
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Fig. 7. Probabilities to obtain (a) bit-set faults with Vpulse = +140V and (b) bit-reset
faults with Vpulse = −140V

Fig. 7-a gives the probability to obtain bit-set faults when applying a positive
pulse of amplitude +140V instead of +170V for Fig. 6-b. Comparing these two
figures (Fig. 6-b and 7-a) allows observing that reducing Vpulse reduces the size
of the fault sensitive areas. Note however, that the two maps remain similar in
shape. This indicates that the magnitude Vpulse is an efficient control parameter
for EM injection, as it was expected.
Fig. 7-b gives the probability to obtain bit-reset faults when applying a negative pulse of amplitude −140V ; during this set of experiments not any bit-set
fault was induced. One may observed that the two cartographies are completely
different indicating that the susceptibility of an IC to a positive or a negative
pulse may be radically different.
Nevertheless, the main conclusion that can be drawn from these experiments
is that the pulse polarity (and therefore the injector orientation) is a key factor
in controlling the type of EMP-induced faults. It seems to allow targeting more
the ground network than the power network according to the topology of the
IC. These results also suggest that according to their occurrence, bit-set and
bit-reset faults are related to the way DFF are designed (set / reset signals
active low or high). However, further investigations are mandatory to sustain
this assumption.

4.4

Threshold voltage for the occurrence of bit-set faults

Vdd= 1.30V

Vdd= 1.25V

Vdd= 1.20V

Vdd= 1.15V

Vdd= 1.10V

Probability to observe bitsets

The evolution with Vpulse of the probability to obtain timing faults has been
experimentally estimated in section 3. According to [4], this evolution should
be smooth when random plaintexts are passed to the AES because the electrical paths and therefore the minimum timing slack changes with the processed
plaintexts. This has been verified in section 3. Indeed, this evolution has been
found, for the AES mapped into the FPGA and the considered positioning of
the injector, varying from 10% to 90% for Vpulse ranging from 130V to 180V
when the AES operates at 100 M Hz.

Vpulse (V)

Fig. 8. Evolutions of the probabilities to obtain bit-set faults when the FPGA is supplied with different V dd values.

The evolution with Vpulse of the probability to obtain bit-set faults has also
been measured at several {X, Y } coordinates for different values of the supply
voltage, V dd, of the FPGA. Fig. 8 shows the result obtained for one positioning
of the injector but for different Vdd values. As depicted, for this positioning, as
well as for many other that have been tested, the evolution is really sharp. The
probabilities vary from 10% to 90% when the the magnitude of Vpulse varies from
less than 1V, which is the voltage resolution of our pulse generator. This confirms
th
the crossing of a threshold, Vpulse
, above which the probability to obtain a bit-set
(or a bit-reset) is equal to 1. Additionally, this threshold voltage slowly varies
with the supply voltage of the FPGA. It should also be noticed that from one
th,bit−set
positioning of the EM injector to another one, Vpulse
can vary for several
tens or even move out of the voltage range of our pulse generator (-200V to
+200V).

2400µm
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Probability to obtain bitreset
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2400µm
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Fig. 9. Evolutions of the Probabilities to obtain bit-set faults with Vpulse when the
EM injector is parallel or orthogonal to the X-axis

4.5

EM injector orientation

In section 2, it is mentioned that ’crescent’ injectors, because of their geometry,
produce a polarized magnetic field, i.e. are directional. This characteristic of
these enhanced EM injectors was experimentally verified. Two fault sensitivity
maps were drawn (Vpulse = −140V ) with the EM-injector positioned parallel
and perpendicular to the X-axis as illustrated in Fig. 9 which also discloses
the obtained maps. It is obvious that the susceptibility of the IC to magnetic
fields parallel and perpendicular to the X-axis is different. This could may be
be explained by the way the top metal layers of the power (V dd) and ground
(Gnd) networks are routed. It is common practice to route perpendicular to each
other the V dd and Gnd metal lines. However, we didn’t have this information for
the FPGA under consideration. Nevertheless, this result confirms that ’crescent’
injector are, as expected, directional.
4.6

Fault types and spatial resolution

Considering the legacy from laser injection techniques, one may wonder what
is the spatial resolution of EM fault injection, but also the types of faults it
produces. The experimental faults maps were further analyzed: Fig 10 reports
some results illustrating what was observed. More precisely each sub-figure gives
the number of faulted bits per byte for all bytes, for given position and orientation
of the injector (shown by the large dot and the dotted rectangles) and given
polarity and amplitude of the pulse (given in the caption). It is therefore possible
to observe, for several settings of the EM injection, the spatial resolution of the
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Fig. 10. Fault types and illustration of EM injection effects for four different settings
of injection parameters: (a) Vpulse = −100V , perpendicular; (b) Vpulse = −100V ,
perpendicular; (c) Vpulse = −140V , perpendicular; (d) 110V, parallel ; (e) -110V,
parallel; (f) Vpulse = −110V , parallel.

EM injection and the type of induced faults. Fig. 10-a and -b (resp. -e and f) show the effect of the positioning of the injector; all others settings being
constant. These sub-figures highlight that EM injection can be very local. Fig. 10a and -c allow to observe the effect of Vpulse . Fig. 10-a,-b,-c should be compared
to Fig. 10 -d,-e and -f to observe the impact of the injector orientation. Fig. 10
-d should be compared to -e or -f to observe the effect of polarity.
These six maps allow to observe that both the area affected (let’s denote it
by spatial resolution even if it is not the most appropriated term) by the EM
injection and the types of induced faults (from single bit to multi-bits and from
single byte to multi bytes that were all observed during our experiments) strongly
depend on several parameters: the pulse amplitude and its polarity, the injector
position and its orientation. It was also observed (not illustrated herein) that
the distance d (d= 0 to d=1.5mm in our experiments) separating the injector
from the IC surface changes significantly the obtained results. Nevertheless, even
if the size of the area affected by the EM injection significantly varies with the
aforementioned parameters, one may observe the effect is not global but more
or less local according to the settings of the injection.
These observations could be explained by the mechanism exploited by EM
injection : a local EM coupling between an emitting antenna and one or several
receiving antennas. This implies that the spatial resolution and the effects produced by EM injection depend of course on the characteristics the EM injector
(emitting antenna) but also on the characteristics of the receiving antennas, i.e.
on the way the supply network of the IC is designed. It is therefore extremely
difficult to define the spatial resolution of an EM injection, or to give any figure.
It depends on both the Device Under Test and the settings of the injection. One

may only characterize the spatial resolution of its injector in free space; but this
is of reduced interest for the practice of EM injection.
As a result, let us conclude that there are several parameters (additional
parameters with respect to laser injection) allowing to select the area affected
by the EM injection and the faults that are produced. The EM injection can
thus be perceived as more complex than laser injection in this regard. However,
EM injection offers more degrees of freedom (more tuning parameters), to obtain
the desired faults. However, their induction remain conditioned by the presence
of the appropriated receiving antenna(s) in the IC. Experiments revealed there
are plenty. One has just to target the right ones with an efficient EM injector,
i.e. with the EM injector having the best spatial resolution in the empty space.
At the moment, no general recipe emerges to quickly and directly find the rights
settings for a given desired effect. Experimentation still prevails.

5

Discussion

At that stage, it has been experimentally observed that EM injection can produce
timing faults. This result was expected from [4]. It has also been verified that
th,timing
the minimum pulse amplitude, Vpulse
, to produce, with a high probability
(> 0.8), a timing fault depends on the plaintext processed by the AES: it could
vary for one or four tens of volts from one plaintext to the other.
Additionally to these results, we experimentally demonstrated that EM injection, conducted with enhanced EM injectors, can produce bit-set and bit-reset
faults in more or less local manner according to the settings of the EM injection.
It was also observed that the minimum pulse amplitudes related to the injection
of bit-sets or bit-resets with a probability higher than 0.8 can vary for several
tens of volts from one positioning of the EM injector to another one.
All these considerations suggest that it is particularly difficult to decide if a
fault induced by an EMP is a timing fault, a bit-set or a bit-reset. It is even possible that all type of faults coexist during a same EM injection. Nevertheless, the
experimental demonstration that EM injection can produce bit-set or bit-reset
faults significantly enlarges the scope of what can be done with EM injection.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have experimentally demonstrated that EM injection, conducted with enhanced EM injectors, is able to produce bit-set and bit-reset faults
in addition to timing faults. This experimental demonstration significantly enlarges the scope of what can be done with EM injection, i.e. the EM fault model.
Indeed, if this was not the case, EM injection would have been of reduced interest for the evaluation of IC designed with modern technologies but operating at
reduced clock frequency, such as smartcards.
Such a result was obtained thanks to the design of EM injectors according to
a simple idea : concentrating the magnetic field on the smallest possible area at

constant power rather than increasing the power delivered to the EM injector.
It should be noticed that there is still room to enhance EM injectors.
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